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Nothing can sap a person's strength and hope that can compare with a
cancer diagnosis--unless it's the energy-stealing chemotherapy and
surgeries faced in the fight cancers. Each devotion also stands on its
own, so visitors can go directly to the entry that speaks to their need.
Meditations combine Scripture and stories from the author's own
experience and will be go through in sequential order to go the reader
through a typical cancer journey from analysis through treatment.Power
Renewed is an encouraging daily devotional for all those living in the
valley of cancers. But one can find hope and strength in the pages of
Scripture and in the knowledge of anyone who has been there. Each
meditation concludes with a brief prayer and a Scripture verse for
encouragement.
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Encouraging and Helpful Although I have not really been touched by
cancer personally, my mom was. I want I had been in a position to buy
Power Renewed for her, but she died 2 months before I received the
publication. I provide it my highest suggestion.org in trade for a good
and honest review and We am thankful that We had that opportunity to do
so. Being identified as having cancer is bad enough. Written by a female
from South Africa, the publication offers a daily devotional reading
based on her encounters with breast tumor.I like everything about Power
Renewed ~ the short devotionals predicated on Shirley's encounters, the
queries to the reader (food for thought), the prayers by the end of each
devotion, the recommended reading list, the list of helpful scriptures,
and the methods those people who are trying to greatly help and
encourage those with cancer really can help ~ things to do and not to
do. If you are looking for a publication to motivate you through your
own journey with tumor, or to give a friend, or even to see what it
really is like for somebody with cancer, this book is a great choice.
Whether you want encouragment from the Bible, down-to-earth tips,
phrases of hope, a short prayer or a reference to someone who actually
knows what the malignancy valley is like because they are there, its in
this book. This book is indeed great! It helped me get through the last
part of my chemo treatments. Since receiving my own copy to examine, I
have bought more copies and provided them to other people who have
obtained a cancer medical diagnosis, and the book offers been an
encouragement to them. After that to have to go through the horrible
connection with chemotherapy, to ideally have a better possibility of
survival is so hard.Though I'm always suspicious of reviews that provide
nothing but compliment, I can't think of anything negative to say about
this book. Great read for all those going through treatment for breast
cancer This was a great book to learn as I was going through treatment
for Breast Malignancy.Regardless of what you're going through, Strength
Renewed will bless and encourage all who will listen to God speak
through the webpages of this book. Most Encouraging Resource THERE IS
I'm always on the lookout for good resources to talk about with friends
going right through a down economy. Shirley Corder's Power Renewed is
the best resource There is for those diagnosed with breast
malignancy.Shirley doesn't shy away from addressing the pain and fears
every tumor patient faces, but her optimistic outlook and gentle humor
dominate these devotionals. It was an incredible blessing to me. In
addition, she gives family and friends tips on what things to say and
what NOT to say to someone with cancer. One of the main points in this
book stressed the actual fact that God had not been surprised by my
malignancy and since my times were planned by Him, from before I was
born, cancer didn't change the quantity in anyway.We received this
publication from BookFun. Wonderful Resource for Those Fighting Cancer
"Strength Renewed" consists of 90 devotions which follow Shirley
Corder's cancer trip chronologically, however they can be browse in any

order mainly because each one stands alone. The questions are provided
in a sharing format, with her vulnerability inviting the reader's own in
answering and understanding somebody understands. God hasn't still left
my side for just about any of this bumpy road so far, certainly he
wouldn't leave me during chemo either. Her faith in God is usually
evident throughout the book.The meditations can be read on several
different levels. Excellent book of encouragement. This is an extremely
encouraging book for a hard time.Shirley's prayer in the intro is that
"this reserve will strengthen your faith." My brush with malignancy was
a long time ago, but I came across much in "Strength Renewed" to improve
my faith today.I strongly suggest "Strength Renewed".Brief Scripture
verses provide thoughts to cling to during the day, the perfect length
to keep in mind and use for encouragement. Compassionate and compelling
Strength Renewed is true to its title. but I loved it so much that I
decided to buy the . I found each short meditation to be extremely
encouraging as I went through my remedies. Her transparency is normally
refreshing.Through the entire book she provides three thought provoking
questions to help visitors personally apply the meditations. She allows
visitors to become part of her story, as if standing beside them with
welcoming hands. Shirley's upbeat character, laced with her beautiful
feeling of humour, shines through this beautifully written publication.
It's an outstanding resource for anybody with cancers and for their
companions on the journey through the cancer valley. It helped me sort
out some of the crazy feelings I was coping with.) Good purchase! Great
devotion book I bought as a gift... I love an interactive type of Bible
Study/Devotion book. Strength for ANY situation! Power Renewed is a book
not only for those facing malignancy. I'm not really in the cancers
valley, and I have no idea of anyone going right through the cancers
valley, yet I've enjoyed Power Renewed immensely. Shirley's skill and
humor shine through her writing. The devotions can be applied for just
about any tough situations you can face and the reader merely has to
mentally replace the word cancer because of their own particular
circumstance. It was a great way to obtain encouragement if you ask me
and brought me nearer to God along the way. Each meditation provides
context within Shirley's existence and what the Lord was teaching her.
What I love about it is definitely that it is interactive. Rather than
merely reading and studying scripture with the thought of the day there
are questions and answer spaces. Shirley is so open and honest in what
she experienced during her treatment. I am so pleased to get a book that
I can personally recommend compiled by anyone who has "been in their
shoes". While her experience is different than my own, her thoughts and
insights have already been encouraging if you ask me. She shares
extremely frankly about her struggles both physically and spiritually
and Biblical encouragement and reminders of the goodness of God. I would
recommend this reserve to anyone going through breast cancer,
specifically, as well as any kind of tumor.This is a fantastic book,

written with compassion, compelling the reader to enter their own
private story, and convicting them of the trap of invulnerability (a
hard facade to maintain through the entire journey. Well Written and
Encouraging Shortly after my breast cancer diagnosis, my aunt gave me a
copy of Strength Renewed. During the period of waiting, wondering and
worrying about chemo, I read several of her chemo tales, plus they made
me feel just like I could do it easily had to. Some times I didn’t
examine it at all. She even shares a number of times when she had lapses
in great judgment and the lessons that God trained her through them.
Often God used Corder's words to provide me just the encouragement I
required. I must confess I have read it more as a survivor's tale than
using it for daily devotions. She comes alongside her visitors as she
chats with honesty and transparency about the roller coaster ride of
having cancer tumor, her treatment, recovery and personal associations.
Well written, encouraging book. Shirley offers included three queries in
each devotion for those who wish to explore the cancer journey in more
depth. great book The person I purchased this for requested 2 more
copies so she could loan them to others fighting breast cancer. Rita
instantly sent me an eBook copy of this wonderful book. Moreover, she
testifies to God's care and like even while going right through the
"roller coaster of emotions" that accompanies tumor treatment. I
actually originally had the Kindle version through Amazon Primary, but I
cherished it so very much that I decided to buy the paper copy.
Additional days I read 10 at a time. One feels they're learning Shirley
by her easy-to-relate-to natural testimonies of the joys and agonies,
ups and downs of her cancers diagnosis and treatment. I am hoping to be
able to buy copies of the fantastic book to gift to other women when
they are diagnosed with this dreadful disease. I cannot recommend it
highly enough. When I was diagnosed simply because having breast tumor a
pal of mine connected me with a breasts cancer survivor, Rita, she
actually is friends with. Five Stars Given as a gift and she loved it.
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